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Among all investment vehicles, real estate is the least known one.
In a broad sense, real estate is just one of the investment tools. It
therefore has many features in common with other alternative investment
tools. Yet it has also many characteristics which distinguish it from other
investment tools such as the security and stock markets.
Real estate has also many unique features which make standard
pricing impossible, valuation is therefore necessary before any transaction.
Real estate valuation also plays an important role in helping to produce
sound judgment about the disposition and use of real estate. In
preparation of real estate valuation, three approaches are commonly used.
They are Sales Comparison Approach, Income Capitalization Approach
and Cost Approach. The Sales Comparison Approach, being the most
popular one among valuers, relies heavily on the ability to find direct
comparables. One crucial step in applying this approach is to observe the
yields of the comparables and make adjustment for special factors to come
up with an appropriate yield figure for the real estate under valuation.
2The Yield is the least known and understood part in real estate
valuation. Behind the yield figure are a number of assumptions about
factors which will influence future rates of growth, risk, the rate at which
income will be capitalised in the future and the opportunity cost of
money.
Traditionally, real estate valuers will incorporate all these necessary
assumptions implicitly rather than explicitly into a yield figure based on
their experience and professional judgment. The drawback of such an
approach is that the assumptions behind are not transparent and the
sensitivity of the major assumptions to the change of market value cannot
be seen. In this connection, the author advocates the application of
Discount Cash Flow approach in real estate valuation. The rationale
behind are two fold. First, major assumptions can be explicitly stated in
mathematical terms. Second, as this approach is widely used in the
appraisal of other alternative investment like securities and stocks,
compatibility of real estate valuation with that of the alternative
investments can be improved.
3METHODOLOGY
The lack of market intelligence is the reason why so little research
has been done in this area before. Originally, the author wished to
conduct the research through sampling of the techniques employed in
various projects by real estate valuers. However, it is part of their
professional conduct to keep confidential about the information they
worked for their clients, therefore sampling becomes impossible.
Moreover, the professional valuers also reassure the author that it is
inappropriate to conduct the research through sampling as the philosophy
and judgment of the valuers are not written down in black and white in
their valuation reports. Instead, they are generous enough to allow the
author to make a series of interviews so as to understand the philosophy
of valuers as well as the art of valuation.
Therefore, interviews with the real estate professionals and
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Among all investment vehicles, real estate is the least known one.
It has also been criticized as the last of the modernized market'. There
is no central market in real estate. Information on the market comes
largely by words of mouth. While the property profession knows most of
what is going on, outsiders will find the information quite out of reach
and find real estate quite mysterious to them. In this connection, one
objective of this research is to reveal the characteristics of real estate as
well as the characteristics of investment in the real estate market.
As so much corporate wealth lies in real estate, its proper use is
essential to the economic well-being of society. Proper estimates of real
estate value and competent evaluations of other issues related to real
estate help to produce sound judgments about the disposition and use of
real estate. Yet, the traditional valuation methods have been facing
criticism of being unchanged for generations and for their implicit nature.
It therefore justifies to have a study on this area to see whether the
competence of the real estate* valuation can match with the important
Brasier, M. "Stock Exchange Moves May Speed Up Single Property
Schemes" Financial Times, 13 Aug. 1986, P.6
2role it plays. In this connection, another objective of the research is to
explore the valuation techniques employed by real estate valuers in the
hope to contributing to the business professionals a better understanding
of real estate valuation on which a lot of important business decisions
depend.
In a broad sense, real estate is just one of the investment tools,
there should be no reason that it is studied alone. Therefore, the final
aim of the research is to try to improve the compatibility between real
estate and those alternative types of investment.
3Chapter 2 ATTRIBUTES OF REAL ESTATE
Real estate has many unique features which make valuation of it
an in-exact science. Instead, real estate valuation is always said to be an
art. The key attributes include:-
a) Non-standard Pricing
As no two buildings are identical (even if they are identical in
appearance (the superstructure), the foundation may not be
identical and the piece of land they stand are not identical),
standard pricing like consumer goods become impossible.
Therefore, valuation and negotiation will be necessary before
transactions.
b) Long Lived and Durable
Properties have long physical lives (This long physical life should
not be confused with the building's economic life which ends when
the value of an alternative use for the site exceeds the existing use
v of the building plus the cost of demolition). It is not
4uncommon for buildings to last for more than 30 years. As the buy
and sale of buildings are not only undertaken when they are new,
the way to take into account of physical deterioration again relies
on the valuers.
Sometimes, a building becomes obsolete not because of physical
deterioration but because of the change of fashion or consumer
preference.
c) Fixed Location and Externality Effect
A building once built will have a fixed location. Its value is also
influenced by its neighbourhood. If there is a change of
neighbourhood after the building has been built, there may also be
a change of value to the building.
d) Highly Cyclical and Volatile Market
The price of a building will rarely depend on the cost. Instead, it
is a result of supply and demand. As the property market is highly
cyclical and volatile, a close watch of the market is essential.
5e) Large Money-term Involved
Because the affordability will decrease with the increase of price,
the demand for very expensive building is usually very small,
therefore, the price per unit area tends to decrease when the price
exceeds a certain affordability limit.
6Chapter 3 CHARACTERISTICS OF REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT
The previous section discussed the characteristics which affect the
valuation process. This section will analyze the characteristics which will
affect investment in property. The major ones are as follows:-
al Imperfect Market Information
Property market, unlike stock market, has no central marketplace
and no quoted current price for real estate. The only way to seek
information in the market is to chase the recent deals. The major
firms of estate agents and surveyors are the go-between in the
majority of transactions.
As tenants, purchasers and vendors are often reluctant to disclose
the detail of their transactions, little information can be released.
The valuers are the only persons who know the most of what is
going on in the market and thus become the gateways of
information. Therefore, property investors are heavily dependent
on their information and advice.
7b) Specialist Skills Required
Investors in security and equity market will simply consider
whether to buy, sell or hold a share. The decision rests on the
choice between the
relative attractiveness of different sectors and shares. Moreover,
investors need not involve in the day-to-day running of company.
Direct investment in Property is a totally different matter. It is a
form of investment that requires not only specialist knowledge
when purchasing or selling but it also requires specialist
management during the period of ownership.
Property, unlike shares, is also an investment that can be improved
by the owner. The value of an investment can be enhanced by
physical changes such as refurbishment or even redevelopment. It
can sometimes be improved by purely financial operations such as
buying in of existing leases to realise the marriage value of the
landlord's and the tenant's interest, which may be worth more than
the sum of their parts.
8c) Direct and Indirect Ownership of Property
While direct ownership of commercial and industrial property as an
investment is largely the province of the institution because of the
large size of individual investments, all investors, however, can take
an indirect stake to property via the medium of property company
ch arP
d) "Prime" as a Yardstick
The concept of "prime" in property investment is important because
it is the most frequently quoted yardstick throughout the valuation
profession. In general, the word "prime" is implied for property
which is perceived to have the best growth prospects. As the really
"prime" properties do not come on the market with great frequent,
the word "prime" will usually imply the "best" available.
e) A Marketable Investment
Unlike deposits in banks, property investment is marketable, that
means its price can fluctuate and investors can sell it in the
market.
91) Yielding an Income Return
For most investments like gold and commodities, they are bought
solely in the hope of a rise in value. But for property, as it can
generate an income return, the way to look at their performance
can be growth in market value and/or growth in income.
g) Hedging Quality
Despite the cyclical fluctuation, the price of properties are in
general rising in the long run. Investment in properties is usually
regarded as the best means because the hedging quality has been
observed for a long time. A general belief is that as long as land
is scarce, its value can be ensured. Therefore, investment in real
estate will be very stable.
h) Depreciation
The structure of building will gradually deteriorate and thus lose
its value though the land on which it sits will usually appreciate in
value as the demand of land increases. This is quite different from
the other means of investment.
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i) Monopoly and Spatial Fixity of Real Property
Owner of real estate is usually in a stronger position than the
buyer. This accounts for the difficulties in solving ownership
problem for most re-development projects.
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Chapter 4 VALUATION IN REAL ESTATE
The major business decisions that need real estate valuation include
Transfer of ownershipa)
to help prospective buyers decide on offering prices
to help prospective sellers decide on bidding prices
b) Mortgage
c) Listing, quotation work, accounting of true asset value
d) compensation in condemnation proceedings
to estimate the market value of a property as a whole before
the taking
to estimate the damages to the property
will matterse)
tax matters, stamp dutyf
to separate depreciable asset such as buildings from non
depreciable asset such as land to assess the applicable
depreciation rate
feasibility study for construction or renovation programh
set rental schedules and lease provisionsi)
counsel client on investment matters
J)
including goals, alternatives, resources, constraints and timing,
etc.
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There will be variations in the approaches in dealing with each of
the above matters. As it is not the focus of the research to study all
these aspects in detail, only the general approaches to value by valuers
will be discussed below.
In general, valuers in real estate undertake a valuation in three
ways though different valuers will have different names for each way.





As mentioned before, there is no central market and no perfect
information in the market. The valuer thus has to work on the analogy
of recent similar deals in the market, observing the yield at which
transactions in similar properties have taken place, adjusting for any
special factors and then applying the relevant yield to the income flow
from the particular property he is valuing to arrive at a capital value.




Such an approach which is also commonly termed "Direct
Comparable" is the most common approach employed by valuers. Unless
such a direct comparable cannot be found in the market, other approach
will not be considered as no other approach can be better than the
information come directly from the market itself (with the assumption
that market trend should be followed). Even when the comparable found
is not a "direct" one, it can also set the range in which the value of the
subject property will fall.
Essentially, the sales comparison approach is a systematic procedure
for comparison. In applying the approach, the following procedures will be
taken:-
Comparable seeking1)
Researches the market to obtain information about transactions,
listings, and other offerings of properties similar to the subject
property.
Data Analysis2)
Verifies the information by considering whether the data obtained
are factually accurate and the transactions reflect at arm's length
the market considerations. Usually, the underlying assumptions in
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a transaction is not disclose to outsiders. Direct application of the
data without verification may need to wrong valuation.
3) Develop comparative analysis
Determines relevant units of comparison. For example, square foot,
etc.
4) Carry out comparative analysis
Compares the subject property and comparable sales under relevant
units of comparison. Adjusts the sale price of each comparable as
annronriate.
5) Obtain a value
Reconciles the several value indications that result from the
comparables into a single value indication.
Estimating the degree of comparability between two properties
involves judgment about their similarity. This judgment is based on
15















2 These elements are also the determinants of the yield figure.
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Adjustments for them are made to the price of each comparables
property as appropriate.
Income Capitalization Approach
Capitalization is the conversion of earning into an indication of
value. Capitalization rates express the relationship between income and
value. The income capitalization approach to value is applicable to
income-producing property and is practical in the valuation of properties
for which a rental market or a rental value can be identified. The
approach consists of a set of procedures in which a valuer converts the
anticipated benefits into property value for income-producing property.
This conversion is accomplished either by:-
capitalizing a single year's income expectancy or annual average of
1)
several year's income expectancies at a market-derived capitalization
rate or a capitalization rate that reflects a specified income pattern,
return on investment, and change in the value of the investment
or
2) discounting the annual cash flows for the holding period and the
reversion at a specified yield rate.
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The various capitalization methods, techniques, and procedures are
based on various inherent assumptions concerning the quality, durability,
and pattern of the income projection. The valuer selects the capitalization
method and procedure that best conforms to the future income pattern
of the subject property and acquired data.
Capitalization begins with an estimate of net operating income.
This estimate is basic to the income capitalization approach, and the
derived value indication cannot be better than reliability of the income
projection.
The basic steps in translating the projection of income into a value
indication are:
estimate the value of the land as though it were vacant and
1)
available to be developed to its highest and best use
estimate the reproduction or replacement cost of the structure as
2)
though it were improved on the effective appraisal date.
estimate the amount of accrued depreciation in the building
3)
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4) based on the calculation above, derive the pattern of future income3
5) estimate the anticipated value of the resale or reversionary benefit
6) develop the appropriate capitalization rates or discounting factors
7) complete the capitalization process and estimate the property's
value
To estimate the market value by income capitalization approach
also involves a valuer in research into market attitudes and perceptions
before critical judgment can be made. Decisions must be made concerning
projected income patterns and amounts, capitalization methods and
procedures, the selection of appropriate rates, and considerations of the
capital structure of a value estimate.
In real estate valuation, a crucial determinant of value in the marxet is
highest and best use. Therefore, the assumptions that land as though
it were vacant and property as it were improved used are tied in with
the assumption that potential purchasers will pay prices that reflect





This approach is also frequently termed "contractor's basis".
Although cost and value are different concepts, possible relationships
between them can be established. For a new property, developed to its
highest and best use, the market generally presumes that estimated
reproduction or replacement cost plus current land value should
approximate market value, assuming no loss of value due to time. In
applying the cost approach, a valuer obtains a value indication for a
property by adding the land value to an estimate of the depreciation
reproduction or replacement cost of the building and other improvements.
This concept recognizes that physical, functional and external
disadvantages will be recognized by the market and will result in lower
selling prices. The cost approach provides specific measures for these
disadvantages.
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The cost approach can be well expressed by the formula below:-
Land cost
Reproduction/Replacement cost of Building
Other cost incurred
Development profit
accrued depreciation according to physical
deterioration, functional and externa
obsolescence
Value of the property
Some property like concrete plant, hospitals etc. which are difficult
to obtain a direct comparable and a specified income pattern will adopt
this approach in valuation.
21
REAL ESTATE YIELDChapter 5
As mentioned before, the commonly quoted investment yardstick for
a property is the yield on which it is valued. Also, in the Sales
Comparison Approach to value, the most crucial step is to establish the
yield figure after analyzing the data from comparables. Therefore, the
author thinks that it deserve a separate section to discuss this very
important, but least known part of real estate valuation.
In order to get a feel about yields in real estate valuation, some
figures are quoted which are obtained from an interviewee about the
yields of various types of property
For commercial properties, the yield rate is as
follows:-
87Prime Central
108Tsimshatsui, Wanchai, Causeway Bay
For residential properties, the yield rate is
about 9- 11%
For industrial properties and retail shops, the
yield rate is about 10- 12%
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From these figures, we can derive that the greater the expected
rental growth, the lower the initial return an investor would be prepared
to receive. Conversely, an investment where income growth is expected
to be low will require a higher initial yield. This explains why the yield
rate for commercial properties in prime Central is the smallest.





From the above figures, we can feel that the market conditions
have a great influence on the yield rate. In 83-84, because of the
recession in the property market, the expectancy of income growth is very
low, therefore a high initial return (thus a high yield rate) is expected.
Conversely, in 81-82, because of the booming of property sector, the
expectancy of income growth is very high, therefore a low initial return
is required.
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Another interesting issue one can imagine is the relationship
between the emerging of 1997 issue in 1984 and the rise in the yield rate.
Light will be cast on this area in the later part of this section.
Up to now, what we see about the yield is just a figure. However,
embraced within this one figure are a whole range of assumptions about
factors which will influence future rates of growth, risk, the rate at which
income will be capitalised in the future and the opportunity cost of
money. The most important of which being:-
the state of the economy and general level of interest rates1)
the location of the property and hence the long term security of2)
income and the future rental growth expectations
the security of the income in terms of the tenant's covenant and
3)
his continued ability to pay the rent
the age, condition and hence life of the building4)
the lease terms including repairing obligations, period of rent
5)
reviews, service charges, etc.
size of investment and liquidity6)
In general, the lower the rates of growth, the higher the risk, the
slower the rate of future capitalization and the higher the opportunity
cost, the higher the yield will be.
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The yield is obtained by taking all these necessary factors into
account and summarising into a figure.
Frequently these individual assumptions lead the valuer to adopt
a particular yield rate for implicit reasons based on their experience and
professional judgment rather than for explicit reasons. This is one of the
reasons why the art of comparing property with other forms of
investment is still in its infancy.
Yield Rate and 1997 Issue
Few people can speak with confidence to what extent the 97 issue
had contributed to the decline in property market in 1984. Some said
that it had played a very important part while some said that it served
as a catalyst only. To find the relationship between 97 issue and yield
rate is another difficult task because the 97 issue may affect:-
1. The future rate of growth
(by deteriorating the property market condition)
The risk2.
(people may fear that PRC will not keep its promise and take new
action before 1997)
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3. The duration of income return
To simplify the situation, the author try to consider the duration
element only and see the effect.
Compared with the standard 99 year lease, the 50 year extension
as mentioned in the Sino-British Draft Agreement will mean a shorter
period of income capitalization. Assuming the income is constant each
year and is discount at a rate of 15% each year.
The year ofurchase for 50 years
The year of purchase for 99 years
From the above mathematics, we can conclude that the extra
income beyond 50 years is relatively negligible.
In this connection, the 50 year extension as a factor on its own
would not depress prices significantly around 1997 and investors will not




Real Estate Yield and Stock Yield
The aim of analyzing a property and analyzing an ordinary share
is the same to assess how the income is likely to grow and at what
value that income is likely to be capitalised in the future. When the
share analyst approached a company he usually has a massive number of
variables to take into account the business and the markets in which
the company operates, and the factors likely to affect them the way the
company is financed the company's standing relative to its competitors
and, above all, the quality of the management. The analyst will probably
have a chance to talk with company managements in formulating his
views. From published accounts he will have much information on the
past performance and current state of the company. Ultimately, all of
these inputs of information have to lead to a single decision, that is,
whether the share should be bought, sold or held at the current price.
Similarly, a real estate valuer also takes into account many different
factors before arriving at the yield at which he values the property.
Nevertheless, he has fewer ways to convey in numeric terms the
characteristics of the property which led him to settle on this yields.
From the yield of a property, the number of years' purchase on
which the current income is capitalised is derived.
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The yield on a property cannot be compared directly with the yield
on a share. The yield on a property is calculated from the income the
property generates. The yield on a share is rarely calculated on the
income the company generates, because companies do not normally pay
out the whole of the income they generate by way of dividends on their
shares. Thus for a property, the yield will tell the investor the initial
return he is to receive and indicate the growth potential of the property.
For a share, the yield tells the investor the initial return he can expect,
but it does not necessarily provide him with a close measure of the
company's growth rating. So in the equity market, another yardstick, the
P/E ratio is needed. It enables comparisons to be made between
companies on the basis of the income they are capable of generating as
well as the income they decide to pay out. The P/E ratio is exactly the
same, in principle, as the number of "years' purchase" applied to rental
income from a property because it shows how many "ears' purchase" of
the net earnings per share the current share price represents.
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To illustrate the relationship among income, yield, years' purchase
and capital value, a simple example is illustrated below:-
A retail shop is going to be sold in the market and
conditions suggest that if the shop is let, it will
generate an annual income of HK$ 300,000. Market
evidence suggests that comparable prime investments





In the past, because of the lack of information about the
transaction of a whole building in the market, capital value determined
by rental is the sole means. Recently, since the investment property
market is very active, a lot of information about the transaction of whole
building can be obtained. More analysis about the yield and the rental
growth potential can be done from the value of transaction.
However, attention must be paid on the transaction detail, e.g.
when to pay, which will affect the price significantly. Therefore, to obtain
the transaction value without knowing the transaction detail is
meaningless.
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Chapter 6 EVALUATION OF THE VALUATION TECHNIQUE
It has been mentioned before that real estate investment is but one
part of the overall investment market. Yet, it is considered to be a
relatively separate distinct market with methods of valuation quite
different from the appraisal techniques used in other form of investment.
With the popularity of institutional approach to investment, there is an
increasing need of comparing the performance of investment in property
with the investment in non-property. It therefore justify to have an
evaluation of the traditional valuation technique with reference to other
appraisal techniques currently used in the financial world.
One very distinguish feature in the real estate valuation is the
yield. Inside it, there are all factors like potential of future growth in
value, rental growth, opportunity cost, ease and cost of selling,
management cost, etc. which are all different and often incompatible. The
traditional valuation assumption has been that these factors are not
quantifiable precisely, they should be taken accounted for in the
investment yield, relying on the skill and experience of the valuer. In this
way, the yield can also be viewed as an all-risk yield which bears the risk
of accurately combining all factors into one figure. This is where the art
f real estate valuation lies.
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Yet the task of combining all incompatible factors into one figure
is often a formidable task even with the experience of valuers in the field.
This is why a comparable is so vitally important in real estate valuation.
With such a comparable, what the valuer need to do is to make
adjustment for the changes of factors in the investment environment. For
example, if given all factors remain unchanged, the only different factor
with the comparable is that the rent review period is five years instead
of three years, the valuer will decrease the all-risk yield a bit to take into
account the more frequent growth in rental income with the more
frequent rent reviews. But by how much and why? What would happen
if the future rental income pattern does not follow the present market
trend? How sensitive are the assumptions made to the final yield figure?
All these questions are pointing at the weaker part of the implicit nature
of the traditional valuation technique.
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Chapter 7 SUGGESTIONS FOR A CHANGE
The application of discounted cash flow approach in real estate
valuation will be the answers to the questions posed at the end of last
chapter. In fact, the idea of applying discount cash flow approach in real
estate valuation is not new though it is still not frequently used. The
reason of speaking in favour of this approach is not to suggest it will
gives a more accurate valuation (the author believes that experience and
good professional judgment are still the ingredient for accuracy) but
because the assumptions are more explicitly stated so that the valuation
can become more compatible with other investment appraisal.
Moreover, with the explicitly stated assumptions, investors are more
likely to know the relative advantages of investing in real estate as
compared with investing in security or equity. Such a comparison is
growing in importance with the large investment portfolio of financial
institutions.
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While such closer integration of the real estate investment market
with other investment markets will be generally welcomed by investors,
this approach is generally not welcomed by real estate valuers. The main
reasons are as follows:-
As there are so many unquantifiable elements in real estate1)
valuation, real estate valuation is certainly an art rather than an
exact science. Many valuers consider a DCF approach is just
applying a more scientific technique in real estate valuation to turn
it into more a science which they think is highly undesirable.
To keep real estate valuation implicit is an advantage to the2)
profession as information can keep more firmly at their hands and
more consultation will be sought from them.
More tedious and time-consuming calculation has to be performed3)
with a DCF approach.
While these arguments appear to be true at a first glance, further
investigation will suggest that they are not so valid.
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1) While it is undoubtedly correct that valuation will never be an
exact science, it is very different from saying that techniques cannot
be improved. In fact, the traditional valuation approach can be
viewed as a simplified DCF. The YP Table used is actually a
product of DCF. Illustration is given below:-
Traditional Approach using YP Table:-
100,000.00Income




Capital Value= 100,000 x[3+(1/1.13)+(1/1.13)
x (1/1.13)]
= 336,115.26
It is claimed that increasingly sophisticated methods of appraisal are
only as accurate as the data in them. Therefore, there is little
point in undertaking complex calculation if the data is suspected.
While it is also true that not all elements can be precisely
quantifiable, explicit assumptions can still be made for those
quantifiable elements such as expected rental growth, period of
rental review, expected full rent value, etc. with a DCF approach.
The unquantifiable elements can still be grouped into a figure
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which is the all-risk figure for the unquantifiable elements.
Illustration is given below:-
Suppose the required rate of return for investment is 14% and the
rental growth is 8%, the acceptable yield would be (14- 8)%=
6%. What happen if the rent is not reviewed every year but every
3years'?
Obviously, only a higher initial yield (larger than 6%) will be
acceptable. But by how much? Maybe an experienced valuer can
tell very quickly without the need to undertake any calculation,
using DCF approach will tell exactly how it comes up.
(d)=(b)x(c)Cc)(b)(a)
(e)=(a)x(d)
DiscountedYP deferredPv $18% Renta YP 3 yrs




1.62780.81390.30752.64672.009 1.38470.54950.20762.64672.5212 1.17540.37080.14012.64673.1715 1.00160.25040.09462.64674.0018 0.84960.16890.06382.64675.0321 0.72340.11410.04312.64676.3424 0.61520.07700.02912.64677.9927 0.52110.05180.01962.646710.0630
etc.etc.
NPV= 14.7137
Initial Yield= (1/14.7137)= 6.8%
(a)= (1+8%) n where n= 0,3,6,9 and so on
(b) can be found in YP Table or by [1+(1/1.14)+(1/1.14)2]
(c)= (1+14%)-n where n= 0,3,6,9 and so on
4 That means the rent will increase at a rate of 8% each year but
adjustment is made only every 3 years based on rental contract.
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As an illustration only and for simplicity, it is assumed that the
building generates very little rental income after 30 years and has little
residual value.
The above calculation indicates that the initial yield should rise
from 6% to 6.8%.
DCF approach will undoubtedly turn the science part of valuation2)
into more scientific. Yet, valuation remain to be an art in that
the best information in the real estate market must be sought for
as a direct comparable. Real estate valuer remains to be the
profession closest to the market and information will still be held
by them as firm as before. Therefore, the worry mentioned above
is highly unnecessary.
With the common use of PC nowadays, a DCF approach can be
3)
performed in several minutes with the help of some spreadsheet
software like Excel, Symphony, Lotus 1-2-3, etc. Therefore, the
problem of tedious and time-consuming can also be solved.
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Other Advantage of Using a DCF Approach
A DCF approach will be of obvious advantage over the traditional
approach during period of uncertainty. The fact that assumptions in a
valuation is made explicit allows investor to perform more detail analysis.
They can change the assumptions, based on their views about the future
(they may think that the market should not be followed), to examine the
relative sensitivity of each assumption. In this connection, a more
detailed consideration of risk by examining the probabilities of different




Real Estate Valuation an in-exact science. The competence of a
valuer does not lie on how accurate he or she performs the calculation
but on how accurate he or she makes the assumptions. No matter
whether the "Sales Comparison", "Income Capitalization" or "Cost
approach is to be used, the valuer has to seek the "best" information in
the market so that the assumptions made reflect the market conditions.
This is where the art of real estate valuation lies.
Among the three approaches, "Sales Comparison" approach remains
to be the most popular one. It relies on the ability to find direct
comparables in the market. This approach is good as long as the market
trend is exactly followed. Nevertheless, this approach gives rise to a
question of whether it will result in biases towards assessing how much
buyers will pay rather than assessing the income can be generated by the
building. The latter is surely more important in producing sound
judgments about the disposition and use of real estate.
Real estate valuers will usually distinguish valuation from giving
advice. While the later will consider the likely scenerio in the future, the
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former will only consider what the market was doing just a moment ago.
Such a distinguishment accounts for the present passive approaches
adopted by valuers.
In a sense, valuation is just an estimate and risks and uncertainties
are unavoidably involved. Direct comparables found can help to set the
range of value in which the building falls. Yet, more analysis and
different approaches should be done to minimize the uncertainties. The
discounted cash flow approach serves as an example which help to state
the major assumptions explicitly in mathematical terms. In addition, the
discounted cash flow approach also serves to improve the compatibility of
real estate valuation with that of the alternative investments which is of
increasing importance due to the increasing size and diversity of
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